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Abstract
While adults recognize objects in a near instant, infants must learn how to categorize the objects
in their visual environments. Recent work has shown that egocentric head-mounted camera videos
contain rich data that illuminate the infant experience (Clerkin et al., 2017; Franchak et al., 2011;
Yoshida & Smith, 2008). While past work has focused on the social information in view, in this
work, we aim to characterize the objects in infants’ at home visual environments by modifying
modern computer vision models for the infant view. To do so, we collected manual annotations of
objects that infants seemed to be interacting with in a set of frames from the SAYCam dataset,
a longitudinal set of egocentric head-cam videos (Sullivan et al., 2020), and we used these to finetune region-based convolutional neural networks for object detection and segmentation (Lin et al.,
2017; He et al., 2017). We found that objects in infant visual scenes lay on a right skewed Zipfian
distribution, with a few objects appearing many times and most objects appearing few times. This
distribution affected our model fine-tuning, attempted for 10 categories, as models trained on the
skewed distribution and were only able to learn a few objects well and the rest of the objects poorly.
These findings and limitations help drive future work exploring infant category and language learning
by elucidating the statistics of infant visual experience and tackling fine-tuning with skewed data
distributions.
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Introduction
As adults, we can categorize objects in our visual scenes quickly and quite seamlessly. Take for
example, an umbrella. Even without prescription glasses or out of the corner of our eyes, when we
see the large green and beige stripes, we know that we are looking at a patio umbrella—regardless of
whether or not the umbrella is open (Grill-Spector & Kanwisher, 2005). In that instant, we also know
that the patio umbrella would be labelled ”umbrella”, the same as the umbrella we carry to ward off
rain. We are able to nearly instantly access the stored contextual and categorical information about
this cover for rain or sun without much effort at all, but most of this information is derived from
previous visual experiences that led to the formation of concepts (Bar, 2004; Bornstein & Mash,
2010; Kovack-Lesh et al., 2008). In other words, babies are not born knowing all these things about
umbrellas; we learned about the different types and uses of umbrellas through different conceptual
experiences in which we saw umbrellas being used at various points in our lives.
However, the development of these concepts through visual and contextual experiences relating
to objects is yet to be uncovered. The central question that our work looks to contribute to is: what
objects do babies see? A clearer picture of what infants see can guide future work finding answers
on how infants learn to categorize these objects.
We know little about what infants actually see when they are learning new object categories.
Identifying the objects that infants see can help us uncover patterns in infants’ visual scenes that
help them learn the world around them. Recent work by Clerkin et al. (2017) have started to use
head-mounted cameras to document infants’ naturalistic visual experience. By manually labeling
a corpus of videos collected at mealtime from 8-10 month olds, they found that the objects in
the infants’ views were Zipfian distributed. The Zipfian distribution is a heavy-tailed power law
distribution in which data with high rank have low frequency and data with low rank have high
frequency (Zipf, 1999). The findings of Clerkin et al. (2017) extend previous work that affirms the
Zipfian distribution of inputs as essential to language and visual learning.
While Clerkin et al. (2017) examined the distributions of objects across their mealtime corpus,
they underscored the ambiguity of objects in the cluttered and unintuitive scenes. The scenes were
unintuitive with respect to adult visual scenes, as infants are closer to the ground and experience
objects from different angles than adults do (i.e., seeing the bottom of a table is counterintuitive to
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how adults usually see tables). The major challenge that naturalistic and egocentric data present
is the difficulty of annotating the noncanonical and diverse (cluttered) data. Clerkin et al. (2017)
only explored a narrow age range (8-10 month olds) and one activity context (mealtime), but still
found that the unintuitive scenes created a tedious task for manual annotations. While Clerkin et
al. (2017) were able to do the nontrivial task of manually labeling the objects in the frames, it is
even more labor-intensive to do the same with a much larger longitudinal dataset.
This is an appropriate time for a project that parses a large longitudinal dataset of egocentric
views. Recent work collected a robust longitudinal dataset of infant egocentric naturalistic scenes
and current state of the art computer vision models provide a promising outlook for labeling the
objects in infant view (Sullivan et al., 2020).
First, the recent collection of egocentric videos at home by three psychologists provides a large
dataset for exploring the natural visual inputs of infants over the course of their formative years. The
SAYCam dataset was collected from three children in different households, from 6 to 32 months of
age (Sullivan et al., 2020). Parents recorded egocentric videos at home using head-mounted cameras
(i.e. headcams) on their children for 2 hours every week over the course of two and a half years.
This is the largest dataset of its kind, which provides over 40,000 frames and 415 hours of video that
can characterize infant visual experience. Using SAYCam and state of the art models, we can try
to quantify the objects in infant visual scenes.
Additionally, there have been major advances in recent computer vision models, with
impressive performance on object detection and
recognition tasks (see Sultana et al., 2020, for
a review).

As model architectures begin to

enhance basic convolutional neural networks,
from proposing regions to reusing features (Girshick et al., 2014; Redmon et al., 2016; Li
et al., 2019), researchers have also developed
larger scale datasets for training these models
to further improve the available selection of preFigure 1: We explore training instance segmentation models to better segment objects trained models (Lin et al., 2014; Russakovsky et
in infant visual scenes. We use 10 common ob- al., 2015). The current state of the art models
ject classes to train Mask-RCNN models to better use a two-step process: first they find regions
segment objects in infant visual scenes.
of interest and then they label objects in those
regions. These models are able to achieve upwards of to 80% mean average precision on modern large scale labelled image sets (Lin et al., 2017;
He et al., 2017). This accuracy for detecting and recognizing common objects proves a promising
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model for labeling objects in infant views. However promising, we remained cautious in our optimism due to possible issues since the canonical object views that models are trained on differ from
noncanonical infant scenes.
The questions guiding the current work were motivated by the findings of Clerkin et al. (2017),
whose limitations present room for further study. We investigate whether the right-skewed and
Zipfian distribution of objects found in infant naturalistic mealtime contexts would extend to more
general infant naturalistic contexts. In our work, we explored object categories in infant visual
scenes and take initial steps towards crafting a usable model that could generalize for future work
looking into the distributions of objects in infant visual scenes across contexts and developmental age
groups. We first extended the findings of Clerkin et al. (2017), to see if the distributions of objects at
mealtime generalized to those of infants’ broader object experience, through a longitudinal dataset
of naturalistic experience. We also attempted to address the gap in model performance by creating a joint annotation pipeline for infant egocentric data that combines crowdsourced annotations
with pre-trained object recognition models. This approach made use of recent advances in object
recognition models and recent efforts to collect rich naturalistic data from infant head cam views.
Ultimately, the goal of this research program is to characterize early visual inputs that inform
infant category learning. We created a tool, specifically a labeling pipeline, with the overarching
goal of future deployment to developmentally relevant egocentric image or video sets.
We present two studies. The first explored the objects infants are interacting with, and found that
the objects lay on a Zipfian distribution. The second explored the accuracy of models attempting
to characterize the scenes and found that fine tuning improved the accuracy of categorizing certain
objects in noncanonical views often seen by infants.
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Background
How infants learn to categorize objects to develop these nearly instantaneous mechanisms of categorization is an open question. Nonetheless, how infants represent categories in their minds is a well
explored topic (Braddick & Atkinson, 2011). Babies as young as 3 months can distinguish between
basic categories (Quinn & Eimas, 1996), and by 6-9 months, there exists some evidence that they
know the meanings of common nouns, like “banana” (Bergelson & Swingley, 2012). Many studies
have explored how infants learn object categories and properties through in lab experiences, finding
that infants attend to few objects in cluttered environments to learn object categories around the
same time as they first learn object words (Xu et al., 2004; Pereira & Smith, 2009; Kibbe & Leslie,
2019). In the brain, they remember sparse perceptual features of objects to represent general object
categories (Raz et al., 2019).
While previous work has been pivotal in understanding the process of infants learn objects, what
actual objects infants see and how they differ across naturalistic experience is largely unknown.
Recent literature has ventured into infant head-mounted camera views to begin exploring infants’
actual visual inputs. Head-mounted camera technology has improved in the past few years to offer
a glimpse into the lives of people by strapping a camera, often with a wide-angle or fish-eye lens,
on a person’s forehead (Brown et al., 2008; Nakamura et al., 2000). While they do not capture
eye-movements, Yoshida & Smith (2008) find that head and eye movements are coupled for infants,
confirming that head-mounted cameras are valid tools for exploring infants’ visual fields. In the lab,
head-mounted camera studies have revealed how infants’ posture changes what is in view (Franchak
et al., 2011), infants’ object recognition is related to how they hold the object (James et al., 2014),
and the importance of hands-on experience for object learning (Yoshida & Smith, 2008; Yurovsky
et al., 2013).
Notably, James et al. (2014) found that older infants (18-24 months of age) that chose planar
(perpendicular to the line of sight) views of objects had a larger vocabulary size and were more
successful in recognizing sparse representations of objects. Similarly, Yoshida & Smith (2008) found
that infants tend to look at hands and objects near hands during naturalistic play. These findings
highlight the importance of hands-on manipulation in object learning and motivate our methods
for Study 1, in which we explore the objects infants are interacting with by specifically looking at
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frames with hands. More generally, these findings point to the usefulness of head-mounted camera
studies in understanding actual infant visual inputs; the egocentric perspective provides insights on
the inputs that guide infant visual learning.
While these findings provide useful insights on infant experience with objects in the lab, few
studies have looked into infant category experience at home. Naturalistic, at-home headcam data
is quite useful when trying to examine infant visual experience; what infants actually see at home
is what they have access to as they learn about the world. Recent studies have collected headcam
videos at home, for a period of time ≤ 2 weeks during play, meals, or general awake hours (Deak
et al., 2014; Fausey et al., 2016; Sugden et al., 2014). These data contain valuable insights on
what information, largely what social information, infants have access to, and how that information
changes over the first few years of development. For example, using head mounted cameras, Fausey
et al. (2016) found that older infants see less faces and more hands than younger ones. Deak et
al. (2014) found that 3-month-old to 11-month-old infants can learn gaze-following while watching
adults handle objects, intuiting that the adult gaze pointed to interesting sights. Sugden et al.
(2014) found that the types of faces that young infants see reflect preferences for people that are
seen later in infancy. These data prove to be helpful for informing different kinds of infant learning;
specifically, these data inform how infants first learn social relationships and respond to social cues
through their initial social interactions (see Smith et al., 2015, for a review). Additionally, these
findings point to promising future directions for using head-mounted cameras at home to study
infant object and category learning.
While many head-mounted camera studies explore the visual social information that infants
see, little is known about the visual object category information that infants see in naturalistic
environments. Researchers have begun to explore this gap: Clerkin et al. (2017) investigated the
objects in infant naturalistic scenes using head-mounted cameras on 8-10 month-olds to collect videos
during mealtimes at home. They found that infant naturalistic scenes are considerably cluttered
and not intuitive with respect to adult visual scenes. Despite how cluttered the scenes were, Clerkin
et al. took on the task of manually labelling the objects in each frame to further explore the objects
that appeared.
Using the labeled frames, Clerkin et al. began to explore the frequencies of objects in infants’
naturalistic scenes. They saw a Zipfian distribution of objects in this corpus, finding that the
objects 8-10 month-olds saw followed the distribution of learned words for that age group. That
is, the infants saw a small number of objects at a high frequency, and the categories of the objects
observed with a high frequency also matched the first nouns that infants learned around the age of
8-10 months.
The distribution found across the objects in the corpus from Clerkin et al. (2017) recapitulates
the previous work exploring distributions of words in natural languages. Previous work has shown
that words in natural languages lie on a Zipfian distribution (Zipf, 1999; Piantadosi, 2014), as do
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words in infant directed speech (Hendrickson & Perfors, 2019). Additionally, models of word learning
posit that people learn words robustly over a Zipfian distribution of sampled words and meanings
(Vogt, 2012; Hidaka et al., 2017). When these distributions are extended to general visual learning,
research has shown that visual statistical learning in both children and adults is more effective given
a Zipfian distribution of inputs (Lavi-Rotbain & Arnon, 2021).
This thesis aims to build upon previous work in infant visual object learning; much work has
been done to further the theory of how infants remember categories and recent work has taken
advantage of exploring infants’ actual visual inputs to guide work in infant visual learning. We aim
to generalize previous findings of Zipfian distributed objects in infant visual scenes in a longitudinal
dataset and make use of advances in computer vision to characterize infant visual scenes and drive
future work exploring the characteristics of infant visual scenes that drive visual object learning.
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Study 1: What objects are infants
interacting with?
Looking at what children simply see on a daily basis does not necessarily equate to looking at the
relevant objects that infants actually interact with in their daily lives. For example, couches appear
in many of the frames in the SAYCam dataset, however only about 50% of children know the word
“couch” by 24 months and even less know the word “sofa” (Wordbank, Frank et al., 2017). This
discrepancy in background objects encouraged us to look more closely at the relevant objects in
the frames that infants actually pay attention to. Specifically, we asked, what objects do children
interact with in their everyday lives? Without eye tracking data, we inferred the objects that infants
paid attention to and interacted with in the scenes by looking at frames containing child hands as
a means of focusing on frames in which children were literally interacting with objects. We intuited
that using this subset of the SAYCam dataset would provide valuable insights on the relevant objects
in these naturalistic frames.
This allowed us to take a more data-driven approach to the question of how often the most
frequent object categories appear in infant visual scenes, as well as an infant-centered approach; we
focused on objects in the infant’s view and near the infant’s hand, assuming these were the most
relevant objects. Thus, we tried to parse objects in scenes by determining the interactivity of an
object, whether the infant was interacting with the object (i.e. holding it in their hand) or not.
With this focus on the relevant objects that infants interact with, we looked to see if the objects
in the SAYCam corpus showed similar trends as previous studies looking at the objects in view
for children. In previous work focusing on mealtime with 8-month-olds, infants saw a few objects
frequently, like books and toys, and most objects infrequently. We looked to confirm these findings
and see if objects that infants saw were right skewed and Zipfian distributed.

Methods
This study focused on uncovering the frequencies of objects that infants interacted with using manual
labeling and methods similar to those of Clerkin et al. We began on a small set of frames from the
7

1900 video and 374 hour SAYCam dataset; we focused on objects infants were interacting with by
using child hands in the frames as a reference.

Frame selection
The SAYCam dataset is a longitudinal dataset collected over two and a half years from three different
children aged 6-32 months of age. It contains 1900 egocentric videos, totaling 374 hours of headmounted camera footage. From this set, we collected 3050 still frames that were previously labeled
as containing child hands (Long et al., 2020). These frames were from a randomly sampled set of
24000 still frames from two of the three children, S & A.

Annotations

Figure 2: Many books and toys appeared in the frames. Example frames from the relevant
subset of the SAYCam dataset featuring books (first row) and toys (second row). There were many
books and toys in the set, so this flag was used frequently to signpost the distinction between real
and depicted objects or animals; this distinction seemed to be nontrivial, especially in the case of
animals. Intuitively, infants interact differently with depicted animals than they do with depicted
or toy animals. This information will be useful for future directions.
One researcher in the lab familiar with the task manually annotated these frames using an
iPython notebook in Google Colaboratory. By establishing labeling conventions prior to annotation,
the annotator maintained similar intuitions for consistent object labeling. Annotations noted what
object the child was interacting with in frames containing children’s hands, using basic level object
categories, such as bird and toy, all lowercase characters, and a maximum of two words, if possible. If
the child was pointing to, holding, or gesturing towards an object, this was marked as an interactive
object; however, if an object simply was in the frame and not pointed to, this was not annotated.
We compiled a list of 371 categories, using WordBank (Frank et al., 2017), Microsoft Coco, and
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babylist.com, as a reference for label names. If there were no child hands in view, an allocentric
view appeared in our set, the child was not interacting with an object, or the object was unclear, the
frames were marked accordingly and excluded from our analyses. Additionally, annotations noted
when animals and basic objects were depictions or toys with a ‘-drawing’ and ‘-toy’ modifier.

Statistical Methods
We fit the objects in various subsets of SAYCam frames to power law probability distributions.
Specifically, we fit the frequency of objects to a discrete power law probability distribution, with the
power law of the form
p(x) =

α − 1 x −α
xmin xmin

where we substitute α and xmin values from Table 1 to get the probability of a given x > xmin .
xmin is the minimum x−value beyond which all x−values are fit, α is the exponent of the law, and
p(x) is the probability distribution of a given data point in the set, or the probability of a randomly
drawn object being object x.

Results
The goal of this study was to understand the distribution of objects in the infant view by fitting
the distribution of objects in the subset of the SAYCam frames to a power law. We also looked to
see the most common objects that appeared and looked to see how the frequent objects in our set
intersected with those in the corpus of Clerkin et al. (2017).
Using the annotations, we retrieved a category list with the objects infants are frequently interacting with. We found that the objects that appeared in frames that contained the child’s hands
lay on a Zipfian distribution. While books and toys had the highest frequencies of appearance
(Mbooks = 20% of frames,Mbooks = 13% of frames), frames in which the child was not interacting
with any objects also had a high frequency (M = 10% of frames). Additionally, frames in which
objects were occluded or unidentifiable had a high frequency of appearance (M = 7% of frames),
further affirming previous assertions that infant egocentric views are non-intuitive.
In general, we found that the infants in our set saw many books and unspecified toy objects, as
shown in Figure 2. The distribution we found was incredibly right skewed, showing a few categories,
such as books, toys, and food, much more frequently than other objects, like window or flower (3).
This skew is demonstrable even when we restrict the category list to those with more than seven
occurrences, as seen in Figure 3. Additionally, we found that these findings hold when we look at
the two different children in our set separately in Figure 3b. In Figure 3b, the width of the bars vary,
as some categories are only seen in the views of one child and thus have a single wide bar with color
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(a) Frequencies of occurrence of the objects with more than 7 occurrences in the
interactive image set (n = 1311). Object
categories are on the x-axis and the frequency
of occurrence across the set of frames are on the
y-axis.

(b) Frequencies of occurrence of the objects with more than 7 occurrences in the
interactive image set organized by child
(nA = 698, nS = 613). Object categories are
on the x-axis and the frequency of occurrence
across the set of frames are on the y-axis.

Figure 3: The Zipfian distribution found in the general set holds when looking at the
two different children separately. We calculated frequencies of occurrence of the objects with
more than 7 occurrences in the interactive image set.
corresponding to the relevant child. This points to the differences across children in the SAYCam
dataset with respect to experienced objects. While the most common objects that both children
in the set see overlap, the lesser common objects in each child’s subset do not converge between
children. In other words, with respect to the top most categories, the children in the SAYCam
dataset see similar objects, but as objects become less frequent, the overlap of categories across
children decreases.

α, xmin for Original Categories
α, xmin for Collapsed Categories
α, xmin for Limited Categories

All Frames
1.82, 2
1.80, 2
1.80, 2

Just S
1.99, 2
2.10, 3
1.86, 3

Just A
2.13, 7
1.86, 3
2.10, 3

Table 1: Parameters for fitting the objects in SAYCam frames to a power law distribution. We fit power law distributions to sets containing frames from all categories, frames with
categories collapsed across formats, and frames excluding those with the most common categories.
All had α > 1. We show the α and xmin values found when fitting a power law distribution to the
categories.
We calculated the α and xmin values from Table 1 using the igraph package in R, fitting the
distribution using the power.law.fit() function. Notably, this function fits a power-law distribution
with maximum likelihood methods and Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS) optimization
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(Csardi & Nepusz, 2006). We calculated power law fits for when we included categories as labeled
(α = 1.82), when we collapsed categories across formats (α = 1.80), and when we excluded the top
most common categories, book, toy, and person (α = 1.80). This was done to see if the skewed
distribution held across children in order to assert the generalizability of our findings.
Just as Clerkin et al. (2017) did, to check the fit of our power law, we retrieved the results of a
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test also using the power.law.fit() function from the igraph R package. Table
2 shows the retrieved D statistics and p-values for the fit power law distributions. This statistical
test confirmed the significance of our power law fits to the objects in our subsets of the SAYCam
dataset.

D statistic, p-value for Original Categories
D statistic, p-value for Collapsed Categories
D statistic, p-value for Limited Categories

All Frames
0.07, 0.7397
0.07, 0.7111
0.07, 0.7111

Just S
0.04, 0.9999
0.05, 0.9999
0.05, 0.9999

Just A
0.10, 0.9894
0.09, 0.8884
0.09, 0.8884

Table 2: Kolmogorov–Smirnov test confirms objects in SAYCam frames fit a power law
distribution well. We tested the fit of the power law distributions fit to sets containing frames from
all categories, frames with categories collapsed across formats, and frames excluding those with the
most common categories. All had large p-values, pointing to the soundness of these measures. This
shows the D statistics and p-values found when test the fit of the various power law distributions
that we fit to subsets of the SAYCam dataset.
These results affirm the highly skewed distribution of objects that infants interact with, generalizing the findings of Clerkin et al., to our frame set. These distributions hold when looking at the
two specific children in our set separately, as seen in Tables 1 and 2.
A long-tailed distribution of objects in infant visual scenes has implications for children’s learning
because it points to the diverse object environments through which infants learn objects. This
points to the likely ambiguous inputs to object learning that infants experience and underscores
the importance of non-visual referents that guide object learning. We already know that in natural
languages, words have a long-tailed distribution (Zipf, 1999; Piantadosi, 2014). Further still, recent
work has divided this distribution into three different segments ranging from the most to the least
commond words (Yu et al., 2018). The most common words are function words important for syntax,
the lesser common words include basic human concepts and categories, and the least common words
are the rest. The middle words include basic concepts and categories, which are largely context
dependent and therefore intuited to be highly connected to object experience. Our category set
consisted mostly of words in this middle segment. Hence, the long tail on the distribution of these
basic concepts and categories points to single shot learning as an effective method of object learning
for infants. After seeing an object once or twice, infants are able to identify them with little difficulty,
despite their diverse and cluttered object experience.
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Conclusions
In this context, we found that the findings of Clerkin et al. (2017), which fit a power distribution to
the objects in infant visual scenes (α = 2.44, xmin = 238), generalize to the subset of the SAYCam
dataset that we labeled. The categories of objects infants interacted with were very right skewed
and followed a power law Zipfian distribution. Additionally, the objects that appeared in the subset
of SAYCam frames overlapped with, but were not the same as those in Clerkin et al. (2017). Books
appeared most frequently in our dataset, however the Clerkin et al. (2017) mealtime corpus showed
book as lower in frequency in comparison with objects like table or window.
In some ways, these findings also speak to the limitations of analyzing at-home head-mounted
camera videos. These studies are restricted by the collection of video data from a few infants and
thus cannot fully characterize the diversity in infants’ naturalistic experiences. In other words, these
studies offer a glimpse into the visual inputs of infants at home, but should not claim to entirely
characterize infant’s naturalistic views, because they are simply slices of infant’s lives. Specifically,
we are looking at samples of the infants’ lives at home with their parents, usually when the caretaker
is attending to the infant. This misses out on other portions of their experience – for example, views
from daycare, which are likely to be pretty different than views at home. Furthermore, these data
are limited by the ability of the parents to mount the cameras on their child’s head and keep it there
for a select period of time. Nonetheless, these analyses extend the results of Clerkin et al. (2017) to
other contexts beyond mealtime, and suggest that objects in the infant view are likely to be Zipfian
distributed – even if these specific objects are likely to differ across contexts or children.
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Study 2: How well can existing
models categorize objects in the
infant view?
While parsing through the subset of frames for Study 1, we found that much of the object information
was difficult to parse, affirming Clerkin et al. (2017)’s claims regarding the frames’ non-intuitiveness.
Because of the unclear object information, it is both time consuming and nontrivial to manually sift
through shorter term video datasets, like that of Clerkin et al. (2017), let alone longer term headcam
datasets, like the SAYCam dataset. Given the state of computer vision today, it seemed natural to
then take advantage of the well documented and open source pretrained models for object detection
and recognition to assist in parsing the SAYCam dataset. Indeed, these models were well trained
and able to identify objects in a variety of canonical scenes. Existing models performed quite well
on common views from the adult perspective; much work has been done to improve the performance
of these models and successfully achieve mean average precision scores close to 90 (Girshick et al.,
2014; He et al., 2017; Lin et al., 2017; Cai & Vasconcelos, 2021). However, these models were not well
suited to the infant view, which has cluttered scenes that models found difficult to parse; humans
also found these scenes difficult to parse, but perform better than models to parse through these
cluttered scenes with many unfamiliar objects. We aimed to quantify these challenges and train
models to better identify objects in infant visual scenes.

Methods
We proceeded with the intentions of using annotations to improve models using forward and backward error propagation techniques to predict and fine tune using existing models. Models were
trained with the goals of segmenting relevant objects and using human annotations to produce models with improved average precision for objects most relevant to infant experience. These objects
were chosen based on the frequencies found in Study 1. We first collected objective ground truth
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Figure 4: Annotations can help improve models. We used annotated SAYCam frames to update pretrained models for a set number of iterations of training through the layers of the pretrained
convolutional neural network (CNN). This helped us improve the model to segment SAYCam images
better than canonical pretrained models.
data about the locations of these object categories in the infant view by crowdsourcing annotations
using Amazon Sagemaker. A subset of the frames annotated in Study 1 were used for this study,
including only frames containing child hands, which we assumed were more likely to contain smaller
objects at the focal point of the frames. These frames contained views of objects that were intuited
to be useful for fine-tuning object segmentation models (see Frame selection). We also used a subset
of frames from the general set that contained two or more salient objects according to previous
annotations (see Frame selection). We evaluated how well the models were able to annotate images
compared to baseline, finding about average results for the baseline models. The models were able
to identify people and some objects accurately and confidently. Because of their success on adult
views and average performance on infant views, we decided that they served as appropriate baseline
models for downstream specialization using infant-specific views.

Annotation procedure
Category selection
We collected annotations for the top most frequent categories we found in Study 1; using the
categories with the top frequencies as categories in our label list for the annotation task. As seen
in the example of the task in Figure 5, we crafted a list such that there were only 10 categories
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for selection to simplify the crowdsourcing task for users and drive fine tuning to ensure the model
would recognize the relevant categories.
Frame selection
We collected frames with child hands in them for Study 1, using
labels from previous work (Long et al., 2020), and subset the frames

Categories

based on the salient categories, removing frames labelled as allocen-

Book / iPad / Puzzle

tric, missing child hands, and without salient objects. We limited

Ball

the frames for this set to those containing the most common objects

Marker / Crayon

(more than seven occurrences) per the results of Study 1. This was

Other toy

the interactive set of frames, containing 984 frames. We chose a sec-

Food

ond set of frames without child hands, choosing a subset of frames

Sippy cup / Bottle
Utensil

annotated with general annotations in a previous task. We chose
this subset based on the objects labeled in the frames, limiting our

Musical instrument

set to those labeled as containing at least two of the following cat-

Shoe
Hand

egories: toy, book, utensil, food, small object, toy vehicle, or toy
animal. This was our general set of frames, containing 2381 frames. Figure 5: We used the top
10 categories for our annotation task. These cateAnnotation instructions
gories were selected using the
We used the AWS Amazon Sagemaker platform to gather anno- results of Study 1 and were
the 10 classes used to train
tations for instance segmentation, using the converged labels of 3
models.
annotators per image. Using our category set from Study 1, we
included our list of 10 labels for annotators to use. We instructed
annotators to use the categories to label salient objects in the frames;
the limited category list also limited annotators in terms of what they could annotate (these labels
corresponded to objects central to the frame based on how they were selected).
Annotation results
Annotators segmented frames according to our category set. Example annotations can be seen in
Figure 6. We preprocessed the raw annotations from Amazon Sagemaker to make it ingestible
for Detectron2. Detectron2 can register COCO JSON formatted datasets with a simple built-in
function, so we chose to format our data accordingly, converting the annotations to COCO JSON
format and registering the dataset with Detectron2 to prepare for fine tuning. After retrieving the
annotations from Amazon Sagemaker, we converted them to COCO JSON format for fine tuning
compatibility. While converting the annotations, we set a confidence threshold of 0.5 based on the
built in confidence scores outputted by Amazon Sagemaker, based on the combined agreement of
the three annotators that labeled each image. We exported annotations from the interactive set
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Figure 6: Crowdsourced annotations for the SAYCam dataset help parse the relevant
objects in the frames. Example annotations from the Amazon Sagemaker task, showing musical
instruments (row 1), sippy cups (row 2), and books (row 3). These examples show the different
views of these objects featured in the SAYCam dataset and the helpful labels and segmentations
that annotators provide. These annotations, once formatted properly, help models parse through
the difficult egocentric frames from infant views.
(801 frames) and general set (1414 frames) and also combined the two sets to make an annotated
set of 2215 frames to use for fine tuning.

Model Selection
While choosing our model set, we wanted to ensure we chose models that were performing quite
well already, so we could take advantage of transferring learning instead of training a new model
from scratch. We decided to use Facebook AI’s Detectron2 Model Zoo both for its accessibility as a
well-documented open source library and its variety of pretrained models. To confirm which model
within the collection of models in Facebook AI’s Detectron2 Model Zoo were reasonable choices, we
tested out models on a subset of SAYCam frames.
As shown in Figure 7, four different Mask R-CNN instance segmentation models from Detectron2’s model zoo varied in their ability to recognize objects in frames (He et al., 2017). We chose
these models for their rich feature hierarchies; all were convolutional neural networks built on region
proposals, or R-CNN architectures (Girshick et al., 2014), for localized object recognition. All used
feature pyramid networks (FPN) in their architectures for extracting features quickly and accurately
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(a) Mask R-CNN
R-50 + FPN

(b) Mask R-CNN
R-101 + FPN

(c) Mask R-CNN
X-101 + FPN

(d) Cascade Mask R-CNN
X-152 + FPN

Figure 7: Detectron2 models label frames by segmenting object instances with mediocre
confidence. Four different model performances on two different frames from the SAYCam set. All
models are trained on a 3x schedule and have the indicated number of ResNet (R) or ResNeXt (X)
convolutional layers. All also use feature pyramid networks for feature extraction.
(Lin et al., 2017). Figures 7a and 7b used ResNet architecture with a deep residual network with
50 and 101 layers, respectively (He et al., 2016), while Figures 7c and 7d used ResNeXt architectures with aggregated residual networks with 101 and 152 layers, respectively (Xie et al., 2017).
Figure 7d combines the Mask R-CNN architecture with Cascade R-CNN architecture, using increasing intersection over union thresholds in sequential detectors across the model architecture (Cai &
Vasconcelos, 2018; Cai & Vasconcelos, 2021). These models were all built in pretrained models in
Detectron2.
As models got more complex in the architecture (from left to right in Figure 7), it seemed that
predictors confidently labelled fewer objects. They seemed to fail to recognize the book in the upper
frames and detect the cluster of blocks in the lower frame. These views of books and cluttered play
spaces were incredibly common in the SAYCam dataset, so we aimed to build upon the models that
can recognize a decent set of relevant objects.
We also considered thresholding our confidence measure to only train on annotations that Sagemaker outputted confidently and only show annotations that the models outputted confidently. The
dialectic to balance while thresholding confidence was between maintaining reasonable outputs and
understanding the model inferences. Lowering the confidence threshold helped us to better understand how the model was making inferences, however the outputs became less and less reasonable as
the confidence threshold went lower and lower, since the model outputted far too many predictions
on a single image. Conversely, higher confidence thresholds outputted more reasonable annotations
according to the objects in the frames, but it was more difficult to understand visualize how the
model was making miscalculated inferences. After trial and error and according to norms, we set
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a confidence threshold of 0.5 to ensure the models showed all instances that they were reasonably
confident at detecting, while filtering out nonsense inferences.

Training Set Selection
We began with the pilot interactive set of 801 images after thresholding for confidence. Using
the 80/20 train/test split, we performed 10-fold cross validation, and retrieved values for average
precision by category using Detectron2’s COCOEvaluator. Table 3 shows the average precision for
each iteration of cross validation using the R-101 baseline model.
The pilot set was a subset of our larger set, which we also split into 10 different training and testing
sets, using a 80/20 train/test split for 10-fold crossvalidation. After thresholding for confidence
(confidence score > 0.5), our final training set contained 1772 frames and the testing set consisted
of 443 frames.

Fine-tuning Procedure
At a high level, our goals for fine tuning were to improve performance in at least one category to
create a model that is well trained on SAYCam images to detect unusual objects. We wanted to
create a usable model that would be able to robustly detect objects in infant visual scenes despite
the clutter and noncanonical scenes that deviate from the normal images that these computer vision
models are trained on.

Figure 8: We used the class loss to fine tune the learning rate of the model. A learning
rate of 0.0005 resulted in the graphed curve, with number of iterations on the x-axis and total loss
on the y-axis. We specifically fine tuned according to the loss function for class since classes began
with the highest error in the pretrained models during training.
We set the parameters for fine tuning according to the size of the set that we used. The category
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list was limited to 10 different categories, so we set the number of classes to 10. Per the MaskRCNN paper (He et al., 2017), we first set the number of iterations to 2000 and the base learning
rate to 0.02. Because our dataset was relatively small (n = 1772), we also reduced the amount
of iterations needed for training. Thus, we reduced the number of iterations to 1000, as the loss
remained relatively stable between 1000–2000. Detectron2’s default trainer decayed the learning
rate according to the builtin Detectron2 decay function, which reduces the learning rate by Γ = 0.1,
following adaptive learning norms. The learning rate is the parameter that decreases error over
iterations to improve the model, and per Goodfellow et al., this is the most important parameter to
tune (Goodfellow et al., 2016). We found that 0.2 was too high for the learning rate, as the total
loss and according to the builtin Detectron2 function began to increase after 500 iterations. Thus,
we began from a learning rate of 0.0000001 to find an intentionally low training rate and began to
increase the learning rate to find the ideal learning rate through trial and error. We trained the
learning rate based on the total loss function in Detectron2 and settled upon a learning rate of
0.0025, which produced the total loss curve shown in Figure 8.
The loss curve that was the most important for our training goals was the class loss curve, which
started with the highest loss. The box and mask loss were relatively better than the class loss, so
we targeted the loss cls value outputted during training whilst fine tuning the learning rate. Our
goal was to minimize the class loss to < 0.5, as it began between 2–3. Additionally, improving
classification error improved the last step of the classification procedure. The models are all built on
top of Faster R-CNN models, which propose bounding boxes for the objects in the frames (Ren et
al., 2016). The next layer includes mask proposals for the objects within the bounding boxes (He et
al., 2017), and finally uses the bounding box and mask proposals to output a classification label for
the object. Since the main error was beginning with the classfication error, we thought improving
the last layer of classification would improve our model predictions more quickly.
The loss cls variable in Detectron2 uses softmax cross entropy loss. For a given output class
probability, si , the softmax activation function is:

f (si ) =

esi
C
P

esj

j

where C is the list of classes and sj is the score inferred by the classes in C (Murphy, 2012).
This serves as the activation function in the cross-entropy loss function, which is defined as:

LCE = −

n
X
i=1
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ti × log(pi )

where ti is the ground truth class and pi is the probability calculated by the softmax function
for the ith annotations out of n annotations (Murphy, 2012). The possible classes are listed in the
category list in Table 5.

Figure 9: Average number of instances per category in training and testing sets for cross
validation. For each category, the table shows the mean number of instances over ten sets of cross
validation for training and testing sets, labeled respectively, with an 80-20 train-test split.
The number of instances per category are shown in Figure 9. The categories themselves show
a right skewed distribution, as uncovered in Study 1. The training data is therefore incredibly
skewed with respect to instances per category, with far more instances per category for categories
like ”Book / iPad /Puzzle” in comparison to those for categories like ”Utensil.” To address this, we
used repeat factor sampling during training to deal with the long tailed, or right skewed distribution
(Gupta et al., 2019). Given the frequencies of categories shown in Figure 3, we set a repeat factor
threshold of 0.1. In other words, we oversampled category instances below 0.1. We used Detectron2’s
repeat f actors f rom category f requency() function to compute repeat factors based on category
frequency. Notably, this function uses the rarest label in each image to calculate a repeat factor
image and assigns repeat factors relatively such that categories with frequencies of 0.05 (half of our
repeat factor threshold) will be sampled twice.
The number of regions of interest per training batch is the batch size per image multiplied by
the images per batch. We intended to use the common configuration of 8192 regions of interest per
batch, with the batch size per image at 512 and number of images per batch at 16. This means that
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512 images are seen at each update; this is reasonable that a little less than

1
3

of the training set is

seen, so it takes a little over 3 batches for a full epoch, or run through the full training set. Due to
memory constraints, we reduced the number of images per batch to 4. This choice was sensible given
the constraints and relatively small size of our dataset. Addtionally, we used group normalization for
the feature pyramid network normalization, bounding box normalization, and mask normalization.
We chose this in place of batch normalization because of our relatively small batch size (Wu &
He, 2018). Similarly, we set the number of workers to 2, given that we were using a single GPU
on Google Colab and decided to set the number of workers to 2 times the number of GPUs. On
average, training on 1700 images with the above parameters took around 15 minutes.

Model Evaluation
While these models perform well on the common image recognition datasets, they failed to achieve
promising results on infant egocentric visual scenes. The nonc-anonical views of infants combined
with novel object categories that infant visual scenes present (e.g., toys and baby-specific household
objects), expose a gap in the training of these canonical supervised learning models.
We evaluated the models using the official COCO API evaluator in Detectron2. This gave
us a mean average precision for each category, as well as mean average precision for the whole
category set. Table 3 shows the mean average precision (mAP) values for each category using a
residual convolutional neural network with 101 convolutional layers (Mask R-CNN R-101). In order to calculate mAP, the evaluator first infers masks, boxes, and categories for each image and
stores these predictions. Then they average over categories and various mask intersection over union
thresholds. The output includes average precision and average recall. For each class, precision is
number of elements correctly labeled as being in class
,
number of elements labeled as being in class

and recall is

number of elements correctly labeled as being in class
.
number of elements actually in class

This can also be written in terms of true positives, false negatives, and false positives. So, for a single category class, precision is

true positives
true positives+false positives ,

and recall is

true positives
true positives+false negatives .

To

get the average precision and recall, we take the values for each category and average them over
different thresholds for intersection over union. The primary evaluation metric for this method is
using different intersections over union to get values for average precision and recall.
The overarching goal is to maximize average precision and recall by minimizing false positives
and false negatives, and thus get both precision and recall as close to 1 as possible. In the case of
improving model performance on infant visual scenes, we care more about the misses, so we first
thought to focus on maximizing recall and getting less misses, or false negatives. Before resampling
categories, however, we were most interested in results per category, as we wanted to see how well the
model performed for different categories and if we could improve performance on certain categories
specifically, while ignoring other categories that were less frequent. Our immediate goal was to
maximize performance for the “Book / iPad / Puzzle” category, since we wanted a smaller and more
feasible goal, given the constraints with regards to researcher ability and built-in evaluator outputs.
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The COCOEvaluator outputted average precision by category as a part of its evaluation metrics, so
we used this as our main metric for preliminary evaluation in this project.

Results

Figure 10: Fine tuning models improves the mask images and classification of books in
the SAYCam dataset. Results from the aforedescribed Mask R-CNN R-101 models with the
baseline pretrained model (row 1) and the fine tuned model (row 2). These examples demonstrate
the improve mask, box, and category classification possible with fine-tuning models.
Our models for automated object labeling did not perform well enough to be useful with these
scenes and especially struggled to identify objects unique to infant contexts (i.e. play-gyms, sippy
cups, toys, etc.). Overall, fine-funing Detectron2 instance segmentation models minimally improved
classification, box, and mask accuracy. The distribution of categories seemed to affect the fine tuning,
with more frequently appearing categories, like “Book / iPad / Puzzle” and “Hand” improving more
with fine-tuning than less frequent categories, like “Shoe” and “Utensil”. As seen in Figure 10, the
masks proposed by the fine-tuned model for the “Book / iPad / Puzzle” category were also better
than those proposed by the pretrained model for the ”book” category. The masks followed relevant
edges better and assigned the relevant While fine-tuning Detectron2 instance segmentation models,
we found that less trained models were able to identify objects in frames better than the models
with more complex architectures.
The annotations we collected were successfully used to fine-tune pretrained pre-existing models
for hand and book categories. The models which are most suited to training are those with less
complex architectures. Most models were able to learn the “Book/iPad/Puzzle category” better
than other categories, with the ResNet models consistently outperforming the ResNeXt models.
Most notably, there is difficulty fine-tuning the models due to the skewedness of the datasets;
the data is incredibly right skewed, which affects the training of the model by skewing the model’s
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Category

Book /
iPad /
Puzzle

Ball

Marker /
Crayon

Other
Toy

Food

Sippy cup /
Bottle

Utensil

Musical
Instrument

Shoe

Hand

Set 1
Set 2
Set 3
Set 4
Set 5
Set 6
Set 7
Set 8
Set 9
Set 10
Mean

55.24
36.70
49.31
46.45
45.00
31.31
50.10
35.58
37.98
34.71
42.24

1.37
0
6.34
4.43
0
0
0
1.11
0
7.26
2.05

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

11.95
12.37
19.68
9.54
10.12
12.63
9.55
6.57
14.86
13.94
12.12

9.56
13.61
0.61
4.91
0.66
10.11
0
0
5.14
9.23
5.38

24.94
3.51
24.12
20.52
5.35
18.47
14.32
6.02
5.15
6.73
11.91

0
0
10.69
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1.07

0
6.45
0
0
0
23.607
0
3.465
0
0
3.82

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

19.54
21.54
22.12
26.82
19.77
20.77
20.48
18.45
26.70
21.69
21.76

Table 3: Average Precision per category varies over the 10 iterations of cross validation
and over category. The table shows Average Precision values per category over each iteration
of cross validation. The last row is the mean Average Precision values per category after training
Detectron2 models using R-101 Mask R-CNN backbone and 10-fold cross validation with an 80-20
train-test split.
learning to more common objects and resulting in highly skewed average precisions, as seen in Table
3. The results demonstrate a significant challenge in automating models to identify objects in infant
visual scenes; the skewed distribution of objects is learned by the models and results in models that
demonstrate a preference for certain categories in a relatively limited category set.
We found that the models were able to specialize relatively quickly and well for the “Book /
iPad / Puzzle” category, even on a small toy dataset. The specificity was achieved through the
simpler models without added dimensionality, such as that of ResNeXt’s aggregate architecture or
the cascading architecture of Cascade Mask R-CNN.
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General Discussion
This work explored the visual inputs of infants during their everyday experience, focusing on the
objects that infants saw over the course of development. Using a dataset containing egocentric
frames in a naturalistic setting, this work attempted to quantify the objects that appeared in these
frames, specifically those that infants appeared to be interacting with. In Study 1, we found that
the objects that infants saw and interacted with lay on a Zipfian power-law distribution. In Study
2, we found that state-of-the-art object segmentation models were able to better recognize some
common objects in infant views after training on frames from the SAYCam dataset, yet that the
skewed distribution of the categories in the infant view posed significant challenges for fine-tuning.
This work has notable implications in the fields of infant object learning, infant word learning,
computer vision modeling, and dataset development.
The Zipfian distribution of objects in infant views points to important directions in infant object
learning. Why might the objects that infants learn from be Zipfian distributed? We looked to see if
this changed when looking at objects infants were seeing versus the objects infants were specifically
interacting with. We might expect both to be Zipfian distributed, as infants follow specific routines
every day, so they might see and interact with the same objects frequently. Concurrently, we might
expect objects infants interact with to be more Zipfian than the objects they see. This intuition
comes from the fact that the objects infants interact with are often limited by what the caretakers
allow them to interact with. Through the caretakers, there could be a filtering process between what
infants see and what infants interact with, so we might expect a stronger Zipfian distribution in the
objects infants interact with. With the Zipfian distribution of objects in infants’ environments in
mind, caregivers might be able to pointedly arrange infant’s learning environments to show certain
objects more frequently to drive object learning. Curricula for preschools and elementary schools
might benefit from teaching students content on a Zipfian distribution, with a few things that are
important appearing several times and other less important content appearing once or twice. Or,
simply, caregivers might be motivated to be aware of the objects that they have around their infants,
as an alternative viewpoint that that infants are creating their own distributions of objects by paying
attention to objects.
Given previous work in word-object associativity (Baldwin & Markman, 1989; Werker et al.,
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1998), the distribution of objects in infant views points to interesting associated directions in infant
word learning. Infants learn from a few examples of a few objects. This underscores the fact that
the environments that children spend the most time in have a substantial role to play in children’s
learning. Words are Zipfian distributed. Future work correlating the Zipfian distribution of words
in infant-directed speech with the Zipfian distributed objects that appear in infant learning environments might point to word learning trends and norms; further understanding the association between
words learned and objects seen might help shape curricula for word learning in both neurotypical
and atypical children. Understanding how word and object category learning works in neurotypical
infants helps develop programs for children with autism spectrum disorder, who have been found to
demonstrate atypical object recognition and categorization in comparison to their neurotypical peers
(Caplette et al., 2016; Church et al., 2010). Understanding the distribution of objects in learning
environments might help drive changes in learning environments for children with autism spectrum
disorder.
The distribution of objects in infant views poses an interesting challenge regarding the generalizability of computer vision models. Computer vision models are relevant for furthering research in
infant object learning, given the grand size of headcam datasets and difficulty in manually parsing
these datasets. However, this skewed distribution of object categories poses an interesting problem
for models and for learners. With such few exemplars for many objects, models have difficulty
learning objects on this distribution. As they are today, computer vision models require a balanced
category set to learn, so methods in resampling and oversampling, like the repeat factor sampling we
used, are very common to account for skewed distributions. On the contrary, infants seem to learn
objects on a very skewed distribution. Given common theories with respect to learning, such as
requiring a minimum number of samples to learn a concept (Bloom, 2002), it seems odd that infants
learn so many object names despite the long-tailed distribution of objects around them. Nonetheless,
this work clearly points to important directions for computer vision modeling in learning on skewed
distributions of data.
Finally, this work has practical implications by building tools for parsing and labeling other
developmental datasets. Specifically, this work evaluated and fine-tuned models with motivation
for future generalizability on other naturalistic egocentric datasets. We aimed to create a resource
for future work similar to Clerkin et al. and our Study 1 so that it does not require manually
labeling frames, which arises failure of models to identify objects in the unintuitive and cluttered
scenes gathered using headcams on infants at home. We made progress on identifying the challenges
that this method presents. Notably, the current state-of-the-art models are unable to generalize to
infant scenes, so fine-tuning models for this problem needs continued efforts to make progress on
automatically labeling large datasets of infants’ egocentric and naturalistic views.
Overall, this work confirmed that the objects in infant views lie on a heavy-tailed distribution
and underscored the differences between infant and model object learning.
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Limitations
There were several notable limitations to this thesis.
In Study 1, the annotator lacked the specific knowledge with respect to baby toys, so often
labeled toys as generic baby toys. Also, there was confusion between what infants attend to and
therefore what to label: the depictions or the books in general. This was hard to tell without eyetracking data, but we used pointing as a guide for whether the infants were attending to the books
in general (i.e., turning a page) or if they were paying attention to a specific depiction in the book
(i.e., pointing to objects in the book).
Additionally, there were many books and toys in the set (examples in Figure 2), so this flag
was used frequently to signpost the distinction between real and depicted objects or animals; this
distinction seemed to be nontrivial, especially in the case of animals. In other words, the interactions
that infants have with depicted animals seem to be distinct and separate from interactions that
infants have with real animals. Intuitively, infants interact differently with real animals than they
do with depicted or toy animals. This information will be useful for future directions, but present
a limitation of using computer vision models to characterize infant scenes, as models are unable to
easily capture this distinction.
On the topic of books and toys, these are important vehicles for object learning. This work does
not characterize the objects depicted by books and toys, and encouraged annotators in both Study
1 and 2 to label books and toys rather than the objects they represented. This limitation points to
future directions in characterizing the nuances of objects within books and toys.
Furthermore, SAYCam is only a few kids in Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic (WEIRD) contexts (Henrich et al., 2010a); the objects these children have access to might not
generalize to different populations. To elaborate, the dataset we focus on, the SAYCam dataset, is
composed of WEIRD participants (Henrich et al., 2010b). It features western children who see a lot
of books. Other populations may have very different statistics; books and iPads might not appear
as frequently in less educated and poorer populations. Toys might also have different features. In
these frames, the toys were very visually salient and brightly colored. In rural or non-western communities, toys might appear very frequently with infants, but their visual salience might differ from
the toys that appear in the SAYCam dataset. With these limitations in mind, we are cautiously
optimistic about the generalizability of the Zipfian distribution we found and the model’s ability to
categorize books.
Finally, we used a limited list of categories based on a small subset of the SAYCam dataset. There
is potential that it will not generalize with a larger category list. Indeed, Clerkin et al. (2017) had
a large category list, so our findings, with those of Clerkin et al. (2017), might jointly and correctly
generalize to a larger set of infant egocentric images with a larger category list. However, using
supervised learning with the chosen categories limits the model to the inputted category classes;
this might make it harder to generalize to other populations.
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Future Directions
Future work looking at the SAYCam dataset and corresponding audio and visual cues can help
better understand infants’ bimodal object learning in a naturalistic setting. Specifically, they might
try to match the auditory cues to the visual inputs to further explore the referential ambiguity of
objects in infant views. This work points to the fact that objects in infant views are diverse and
likely ambiguous, given the long tailed distribution. Indeed, in one video from the dataset, the
caretaker was counting bananas as the child was looking at and playing with an unrelated toy.
Additionally, other methods can be used, in addition to our method of using hands to identify
interaction with an object. Eyetracking is the most direct method that would signal exactly what
objects the infants are paying attention to. Alternatively, since the SAYCam dataset does not have
eyetracking, using head turns in the videos might be another way of determining whether the infant
is interacting with an object. If the child turns their head to an object, this might indicate that
the child is attending to the object, if any, that they’ve turned to. Indeed, the clutteredness of
at-home infant views might still pose a challenge in this method, but it is an excellent paradigm for
ascertaining which objects the infant is merely glancing at as opposed to paying attention to.

Conclusion
This thesis builds upon previous work exploring object frequencies in infant naturalistic scenes
with the motivation of uncovering relevant statistics to generalize previous findings on a larger
dataset. Understanding and quantifying the process of how infants categorize objects helps us better
understand the visual system, by informing early category learning (James et al., 2014; Pereira et
al., 2014), and helps develop better and more developmentally plausible models for computer vision,
which already has a substantial set of models for object recognition (Fathi et al., 2011; Smith &
Slone, 2017).
Overall, this thesis advances our knowledge of infant object learning, and works to further enhance computer vision methods for developmental research by fine-tuning models for object recognition in infant egocentric scenes. Indeed, the objects in infant scenes lie in a skewed distribution,
which severely affects the results of fine-tuning. Computer vision models internalize trends, such as
skewed distributions, that exist within training datasets. This poses a challenge in using computer
vision models to quantify objects in infant visual scenes. Future work normalizing datasets before
fine tuning models might result in more robust models that can successfully categorize objects in
infant visual scenes. Supervised computer vision models are as good as the data they are trained on,
and more work needs to be done to combat the unique challenges that infant visual scenes present
as inputs to models. There is certainly room for improvement in the realm of generating synthetic
training data from the infant view and tuning models to be less sensitive to distributions in the
data. All in all, computer vision models are promising tools that can help us efficiently bring the
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statistics of objects in infant visual scenes to light. Future work needs to take care to appropriate
train these models given the skewed distribution of children’s early visual inputs. Resampling data
and adjusting parameters are just a starting step in effectively training models to further account
for skewed data. So, the art of training models on infant views might not be fully elucidated, but
we have taken steps in uncovering some statistics and methods for handling infant visual scenes.
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